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Let us assume that an adversary who knows our
prediction strategy is allowed to choose the target function f E F and the probability distribution P on X. All
points are then drawn independently according to P . We
are interested in finding a prediction strategy for F that
for each I 2 1, minimizes the probability that an
incorrect prediction (mistake) is made on trial t . Since
an adversary chooses the target function and the distribution, our objective is to minimize this probability in the
w o q case, over all f E F and distributions P on X . We
use M(r) to denote this worst case probability.
This prediction model is based on the nonprobabilistic prediction model studied in m 7 ] . There the
points xl, x,, . - * are directly selected by the adversary
and the object is to make the fewest totat number of mistakes. Our probabilistic variant of this model has the
advantage that it is applicable even in situations where
this worst case total number of mistakes is infinite, as
oiten occm when the domain X is infinite (e.g. R", or
C ,for some finite alphabet X).
Our probabilistic prediction model is motivated by,
and closely related to, the learnability model of Valiant
[Val841 IBEHW86,87a,bl [AL87l F871 [KLpV87]. In
that model the learning algorithm must output a representation of a hypothesis in some hypothesis class H when
given random examples of some unknown target function
in F. The hypothesis must (with high probability) be a
good approximation to the target function in the sense
that (with high probability) it correctly predicts the value
of the function on further examples drawn from the same
distribution. As in our prediction model, these probabilities are calculated with respect to the worst case over all
target functions in F and all distributions on the domain.
Our prediction model is essentially a streamlined
version of the learnability model, in which the requirement that hypotheses be represented in a specified form

Summary. We consider the problem of predicting ( 0 , l ) valued functions on R" and smaller domains, based on their
values on randomly drawn points. Our model is related to
Valiant's learnability model, but does not require the hypotheses
used for prediction to be represented in any specified form.
First we disregard computational complexity and show how to
construct prediction strategies that are optimal to within a constant factor for any reasonable class F of target functions. These
prediction strategies use the 1-inclusion graph structure bom
Non. Haussler and Welzl's work on geometric range queries to
minimize the probability of incorrect prediction. We then turn
to computationally efficient algorithms. For indicator functions
of axis-parallelrectangles and halfspaces in R",we demonstrate
how our techniques can be applied to construct computationally
efficient prediction stxategies that are optimal to within a constant factor. Finally. we compare the general performance of
prediction strategies derived by OUT method to those derived
from existing methods in Valiant's learnability theory.

1. The Prediction Model.
Let F be a class of (0,1)-valued functions on a
fixed domain X . The domain can be finite, countably
infinite, or R" for some n 2 1. We consider the problem
of predicting the value of an unknown target function
f E F on a randomly drawn point x, E X , given the
value off on randomly drawn pointsxl, ...,x , - ~E X . A
rule for making such predictions is called a prediction
strategy for F .
Given feedback fromsome extemal agent that indicates whether or not the prediction is correct, a prediction
strategy can be iterated indefinitely. In each iteration, a
random point is drawn, a prediction is made based on
feedback from previous iterations, and new feedback is
received. Each such iteration is called a trial.
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has been dropped, and only predictive performance is
measured. We also simplify the model by considering
only one probability (i.e. the probability of a mistake)
instead of two (i.e. the probability that the algorithm produces a hypothesis with small probability of a mistake).
The exact relationship between our prediction model and
the leamability model is discussed further in Sections 6
and 7 below, and in detail in [HKLW88] and PW881.
2. Summary of Results
As in pEHW86.87bI and [L87], our results are of
two types: the first type consists of results that indicate
how well a leamer can possibly do f" the available
information, if computational complexity is not an issue;
the second type considers what can be done in polynomial time.
In our main result (Theorem 5.1) we show that,
ignoring computational complexity, for any reasonable'
class F of target functions we can construct a prediction
strategy for F for yhich the worst case probability of a
mistake on trial t ,M(t ), is within a constant factor of the
best possible; we call such a prediction strategy essentially optimal. Specifically, when this predjction strategy
is applied to target functions f"F ,then M(t ) is at most
*,
for any t 2 1. Here VCdim(F) denotes the
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of F as defined in
[HW87] (following WC711, [Vap82]). From a result in
[EHKV87], it can be shown that if F is nontrivial (see
Section 5 ) and Vqdim ( F ) is finite, then for any prediction
strategy for F , M(t) is a(-),
and if VCdim ( F ) is
&finite, results from [BEHW86,87b] imply that
M(t) 2
for all t 2 1 (Theorem 5.2). This shows that
the upper bound is tight to within a constant factor.
Note that this essentially optimal prediction strategy has a pleasant property when applied to a class F of
finite VC dimension. For any target concept in F and any
distribution on X , the expected number of mistakes durin the second half of any sequence of trials is at most
8
I2ln(2)VCdim(F). For example, if
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VCdim ( F ) = 5 then when you iterate the strategy for 100
trials, the expected number of mistakes during the last 50
trials is at most 7, and when you iterate it for l,OOO,OOO
trials the expected number of mistakes during the last
500,000trials is still at most 7.
Our main result consists of two parts. First we
introduce a technique for analyzing prediction algorithms
using a combinatorial bound h(t) that we call the pennutation mistake bound; this bound is an uppr bound for
When X = Rn we impose anah measurability constraints on F

&emma 5.1). The bound is defined by looking at
each possible sequence of examples and considering the
fraction of all permutations of the sequence on which the
algorithm makes a mistake in predicting the label of the
last point, (The precise definition is given later.) This
bound suggests a pethodof constructing prediction algorithms f?r which M(t) will be small: design the algorithm
so that M(t) is small. Using this idea. together with the
1-inclusion graph from [AHW87], we show how to construct a prediction strategy for an arbitrary F for which
M(t)I
(Lemmas 5.2-5.4).

M(t)

If one can tell in polynomial time whether or not
there is any function in F that is consistent with a
sequence of examples, then our general construction
gives a prediction strategy that runs in time polynomial in
the trial index t , where the exponent is proportional to
VCdim(F ). This prediction strategy is not practical when
VCdim(F) is large. However, we can improve this time
bound considerably for many important classes of functions, including indicator functions for halfspaces and
axis-parallel rectangles in R". We do this by directly
constructing efficient prediction strate ies with permutation mistalre bounds proportional to
that run in
time polynomial in both t and VCdim(F) (seeExamples
5.1 and 5.2).
We then compare the method developed here of
constructing prediction strategies by making the permutation mistake bound small with another technique for constructing prediction strategies based on the learning
results of [BEHW87b]. The latter technique constructs a
hypothesis that is consistent with the previous trials and
chosen from a fixed class H of possible hypotheses, and
uses this hypothesis to make its prediction. We show that
for any H the probability of makin a mistake at trial t
for such a prediction strategy is 0 $ T l o g h )
( " r e m 6.1). Note that this bound depends on the VC
dimension of the hypothesis space, whereas the optimal
bound depends on the VC dimension of the target class.
Any
consistent
algorithm
must
have
VCdim(H)2 VCdim( F ) .
This result gives a useful upper bound, since most
prediction strategies that are derived directly from leaming algorithms are of the above type. However, even if
VCdim(H) = VCdim(F), this bound is still worse by a
log- YCdm(F) factor than that of the essentially optimal
strategy given in Section 5. We show that this performance gap is real by exhibiting for every d 2 1 a class
of functions F with VCdim ( F ) = d , a target function
f E F , a consistent prediction strategy that always
chooses a hypothesis from F and for each t a distribution
on the domain of such that the probability of a mistake
(Theorem 6.2).
on trial t is a(-log&).
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3. Overview of Methods used in Main Result
In the model that we consider, the input to a prediction strategy is in the form of a sequence of independent
random points selected according to an arbiaary, unknown distribution. Lack of knowledge about the distribution can make the performance of the strategy difficult to
analyze.
However, consider a fixed sequence of points
x = (xl, ...,x , ) E XI. Whatever the underlying distribution, the process of independent random selection induces
a uniform distribution on the permutations of this
sequence; one is as likely to draw one permutation of X as
another. As in [VC72]and [Vap82]. we use this observation to obtain performance bounds for arbitrary distributions from combinatorial arguments about permutations
of sequences.

Let the permutation mistake bound &(t ) denote the
supremum, over all f E F and all sequencesX of t points
in X , of the fraction of permutations of X for which the
prediction strategy makes a mistake predicting the value
o f f on the last point, given its value on the previous
points. For many prediction strategies, the permutation
mistake bound can be calculated by a simple counting
argument. UsiFg the observation above, it is easy to show
that M ( t ) S M(t), so this function provides a convenient
upper bound on p r primary performance measure. All
our bounds for M(t). including those for the computationally efficient prediction strategies that we give for
halfspaces.and axis-parallel rectangles, are obtained by
bounding M(t).
We now describe the principles that the essentially
optimal strategy is based on. Let F be a class of {O,l]valued functions on X. Two functions in F can be considered equivalent with respect to the fixed sequence X if
their values agree on all the points in X; hence x‘ naturally
partitions F into a set of at most 2‘ equivalence classes.
VCdim (F)can be defined as the largest t such that there
exists a sequence X = (xl, ...,x,) that induces 2‘ distinct
equivalence classes with respect to F.
Suppose that points xl, ...,x , - ~ are labeled with the
values of an unknown f E F , and your task is to predict
the value off on x,. If you are lucky then there is only
one equivalence class consistent with the labels of
xl, ...,x , - ~ and thus the value off on x, is determined.
However if there remains a pair of consistent equivalence
classes (one for f (x,) = 0 and the other for f (x,) = 1)
then the situation is ambiguous. We p
f to resolve this
ambiguity in a way that will minimize M(t).
To do this we construct for the given F and X a
graph G called the I-inclusion graph [AHW87l, whose
nodes are the equivalence classes of F induced by X and
whose edges represent possible pairs of equivalence
classes that may remain at trial t for some permutation of
X. By directing the edges of G ,we can represent a prediction strategy for the permutations of x’. We show that if

there is a way of directing the edges of every I-inclusion
graph derived from F so that the maximum outdegree of
y y node is k ,then this defines a prediction strategy with
M(t) I k l t .
For example, consider the class of indicator functions of closed intervals over R;each function in the class
is 1 on some closed interval and 0 elsewhere. This function class has VC dimension 2. Now consider the
equivalence classes induced by this function class on any
sample of t distinct points x1 < x 2 < * * < x,. We illustrate the I-inclusion graph for these. equivalence classes
in Figwe 1. Each equivalence class is represented by the
subset of (xl,. . . ,xt) on which the functions in the
equivalence class are 1. Though the degree of the 1inclusion graph grows in proportion to t ,the outdegree of
each node will be at most two if all edges in the illustrated graph are directed upward. It turns out that this
defines the simple prediction strategy of guessing 0 on x
unless x lies between two points known to have value 1.
Our key combinatorial lemma (Lemma 5.2) shows
that for any function class F the density (number of
edges divided by number of nodes) of any 1-inclusion
graph G derived b m F is at most VCdim (F).From this
it follows that we can direct the edges of G so that the
outdegree of each n$e is at most 2VCdim (F).This then
implies
that
M(r) I
and
hence
M(t) I
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Figure 1.

efficient and effective prediction strategies for a class of
functions F , then this implies that F is not polynomially
lemmbk by forming h y p s k s €"any
reasonable
hypothesis class. Such hardness results have been
obtained (modulo certain cryptographic assumptions) in
IpW881 using the model introduced in this paper.
Finally, we have introduced a new combinatorial
property of target classes of finite VC dimension in
Lemma 5.2. The methods used in obtaining this result are
similar to those used in combinatorial geometry to bound
the number of cells, faces, edges, etc. in an arrangement
of hyperplanes (see e.g. [E87]), hence this further underscores the unexpectedly close relationship between
geometry and learning (see also [HW87] W881
EGS88aI EGS88bI EGHSSSW881 [CEGSW88] for
applications of the VC dimension in geometry.) The general, essentially optimal prediction strategy we give is the
tint learning algorithm that directly exploits deeper combinatorial properties of target classes of finite VC dimension to make its predictions; others have simply made
predictions by forming arbitrary consistent hypotheses
from classes of small VC dimension. This further
exploration of the structureof classes of finite VC dimension and its application to learning is one of the main contributions of this paper.
The technical section of the abstract follows.
Notation. We denote by X a set called the domain. We
assume X is either finite, countably infinite, or R" for
some n 2 1, where R denotes the real numbers. By F
we denote a nonempty class of (0,l)-valued functions on
X . We call such a class of functions a concept class
For t 2 1, F = (xl, ...,X , ) E X' and f E F ,
sam(F,f = ( ( x l , f ( x l h .... ( x t , f (x,))).
We
call
sum (F,f ) the sample o f f generated by F,and each pair
( x i ,f (4))
is called an example of f . We call an example ( x i ,a ) a positive example if a = 1 and a negative
example if a = 0. We call a the label of the example.
The sample space of F , denoted SF, is defined by
SF = { s a m ( F , f ) : f E F , F E X ' . t 2 0).
Let P be a probability distribution on X . For any
t 2 1, P' denotes the corresponding product distribution
on X'. For any distribution T and random variable
E&) denotes the expectation of w with respect to the
distribution T.

4. Significanceand Relation to Other Work

This work can be viewed as an extension of the
general line of research initiated by Valiant in [ValM],
aimed at developing a useful theoretical foundation for
the analysis of machine learning algorithms used in
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and other areas. The
approach here differs from the approach emphasized in
the model introduced by Valiant in that we focus on the
predictive performance of learning algorithms, whereas
much of the work in Valiant's model has focused on
learning representations, that is, on finding hypotheses
that approximate the target function and are represented
in a particular way. The learning problem has often been
taken to be one of finding a hypothesis from the target
class itself. The difficulty with this approach is that for
many seemingly simple target classes it is NP-hard to
learn the target class using hypotheses from the same
class [KLPV87I2. Here we work with a prediction model
in which it is possible to explore issues of computationally practical learnability without being encumbered by
restrictions on the hypothesis space (other than computational restrictions requiring the hypotheses to be evaluatable in polynomial time).
This point of view suggests new approaches to
designing learning algorithms, and some of these are considered in this paper. All algorithms that we m aware of
that have been constructed using the Valiant model work
by finding consistent (or "almost" consistent) hypotheses
in a hypothesis class of small size or of small VC dimension. We give here a completely different type of algorithm based on a direct strategy for minimizing the probability of predictive error, and demonstrate how it achieves
improved predictive performance. The design techniques
and analytic tools we develop here, especially those
involving the permutation mistake bound, may also be
useful in designing and analyzing other learning algorithms in situations where efficient on-line predictive performance is an issue (e.g. in Robotics). Regarding applications, it should also be noted that our measure of
predictive performance is quite naturally extended to the
more general measures used in statistical decision theory,
in which the prediction algorithm can choose from a
variety of responses, and receives a real-valued reward or
penalty for each response depending on the current situation.
We also believe that the predictability model forms
a more appropriate basis for obtaining hardness results
for learning problems. If it can be shown that there are no

'.
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5. Prediction Strategies
Definition. A prediction strategy for F is a mapping
Q : SF X X +{O,l).
For any f E F , t 21, and
( x l ,...,x,) E X ' , let

'

For example, in [KLWR] it is shown that the class of Boolean
functions represented by 2-tenn DNF expressions is not polynormally
leamable by any algorithm that must representiu hypothesis as a 2-term
DNF (unless NP = RP); however. this class is polynomially lamable if
we allow hypotheses representedas 2expressions.

'

Whm X=Ra, we make some measurability assumptions about P I
as described in pEHWS6,87b].
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Thus MbJ(xl, ...,x , ) indicates whether or not the prediction strategy Q makes a mistake predicting the value of
the concept f on x, when given the value of f on
x1, ...Jf-1.
Let M Q J ( t ) = sup E,.(M&)
where the
supremum 9 taken over all probability distributions P on
X , and let Mep(') = sup M Q J ( t ) where the supremum
is taken over all f E F . This is the measure of predictive
performance used in this paper. It represents the worst
case probability of a mistake at the t * trial.
MQE (t ) involves a supremum over P ' where P is
an arbitrary probability distribution on X ; hence it is
often difficult to *measure. We deal with this by using a
related bound M Q J ( ~ )in whose definition drawing
sequences according to P' is replaced by drawing random permutations of !xed sequences of X ' . We will
show that M Q p ( t ) I M Q p ( t ) .The latter bound is easier
to compute; we can estimate it using counting arguments.
Definition. Let r, denote the set of all permutations of
{l, ..., r). For a prediction strategy Q ,andf E F ,let

4 JpdP'(x1, ...,x,)

p.

0

Corollary 5.1. For all concept classes F , all prediction
strategiesQ f o r F andallt 2 1 , h p ( t ) I kE(t).
Prd.
q e above
lemma
implies
that
M Q J ( t ) S Mer(') for every f E F ; the result follows
from this. 0
We give an example of a simple strategy whose
performance can be analyzed using the permutation mistake bound.
Example 5.1. Let the domain X = R" and let the concept class F, consist of indicator functions of axisparallel rectangular regions in Rn. The positive examples
of each concept in F, form a single closed and bounded
rectangular region. The boundaries are hyperplanes of
dimension n-1 which are parallel to the coordinate axes.
We consider the following prediction strategy for
this concept class. As long as no positive examples have
been seen, the prediction strategy predicts 0 for each new
point. When positive examples have been seen, the prediction strategy keeps track of the smallest axis-parallel
rectangular region which contains all of the positive
examples seen so far. It predicts 1 if the new point is
contained in this (closed) rectangular region and 0 otherwise.
The permutation mistake bound of this strategy is
2nlt. We will demonstrate this for n = 2; the argument
directly generalizes to higher dimensions. Consider any
sequence s of points of R2. For each permutation of the
sequence, we imagine that the prediction strategy has
seen the correct classification of all but the last element of
the permutation. It must make a prediction for the last
element. We wish to bound the number of permutations
for which the above strategy will make a mistake. The
prediction strategy will never make a mistake for a negative example. Assume that the sequence contains at least
one positive example. Let R denote the smallest axisparallel rectangle containing the positive examples of the
entire sequence s. Each edge of R will contain at least
one point of s. Pick one such point from each edge of R
to form a set E of size at most 4. Now note that if no
point of E is the last point of a given permutation, then
the rectangle constructed by the prediction strategy will
match R , and the strategy will make the correct prediction for the last point. If the sequence s is of length t ,
then the prediction strategy can make a mistake for at
most a fraction 4/t of the permutations: those with a point
of E at the final element. (Note that if a point of E
occurs more than once in s, then a mistake will not be
made when that point is final). This upper bound is easily

where, the supremum is taken over all (xl. ..., EX'.
Let MQJ(t)= sup
where the supremum is
taken over all f E F . MQp(t) is called the permutation
mistake bound of Q with respect to class F .
Lemma 5.1. Let p be a real number and x be a random
variable defined on X' f o r some t 2 1. If for all
sequences (xl,...,x r ) o f x ' ,

vQJ(t)

then this implies that E p Q ) I p, for any distribution P
onX.
Proof. For any permutation OE r,
[X(X 1
X

=

X'

.

... x, )@ ( x 1 * ...*x,)

Thus
8'
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achieved, thus the permutation mistake bound is 4/t.
We give an example of another strategy with small
permutation mistake bound, using linear programming.
In this case the details of the algorithm are expressly constructed to keep the bound as small as possible.
Example 5.2. Let X = R" and let F, be the set of indicator functions of closed halfspaces of R". Given any finite
sample s of a target function f in this class there exists a
hyperplane smctly separating the positive examples in s
from the negative examples. Such a separating hyperplane can be found in polynomial time using linear programming (with bit complexity model, using Karmarkar's
algorithm IK8-41). This gives a simple polynomial prediction strategy: given a sample s E S,,. and x E R",solve a
linear programming problem Z(s) and predict 1 if x lies
in the halfspace determined by the solution of Z(s) that
contains the positive points of s , 0 otherwise. The exact
strategy depends on how Z(s) is defined.
For the strategy LP that we construct, we can show
a permutation mistake bound of
implying that
MU,,,,(t) I
We can show that not all strategies
using linear programming to find a separating hyperplane
have a useful permutation mistake bound. There exist
such strategies for which the pequtation mistake bound
is 1, which is a trivial bound on M. It turns out that the
problem is due primarily to non-uniqueness of the
optimal solution. We deal with this problem by randomizing our choice of the objective function. (In the full version of the paper we extend our prediction model to
include such randomized strategies.)
As in the previous example, counting tight constraints (due to sample points) at an extremal consistent
hypothesis is the key to getting a small permutation mistake bound. The extremal hypothesis used here is an
optimal solution to a linear programming problem. We
use Carathdory's theorem for convex hulls to show that
we do not need to count redundant constraints in calculating the permutation mistake bound. Details are omitted
in this abstract
Now we turn to the general essentially optimal
prediction strategy based on the 1-inclusion graph. We
first develop the background for the strategy.
Definition. Let X be a nonempty set and F be a
nonempty class of (0,l)-valued functions on X . For any
S rX, nF(S)denotes the set of all A r S such that
there exists a function f E F that is 1 on A and 0 on
S - A . The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of F ,
denoted VCdim (F),is

y.

F,

~up(ISI:S~Xandn,(~)=2~).
Definition. Given any sequence X = (xl,...J,)EX' and
any concept class F over X ,we construct a graph that we
call the 1-inclusion graph for F with respect to F,

denoted GF(F)([AHW87I4). The nodes of GF(@ are
just the elements of ITF((%,,...J , ) ) . Let v and w be any
two such nodes. They are connected with an edge if and
only if the sets v and w differ by exactly one element x
of X and x appears only once in X. Each edge is labeled
with the correspondingx .
Nodes of a 1-inclusion graph can have arbitrarily
high degree, even for concept classes of VapnikChervonenkis dimension 1. (Figure 1 gives an example
for a class of VC dimension 2.) However, it turns out that
the edges of any 1-inclusion graph for a concept class of
VapnikChervonenkis dimension d can be directed so
that the outdegree of every node is at most 2d. This
result, which we develop in the next sequence of lemmas,
is the basis for the 1-inclusion graph prediction strategy.
Definition. The density of a graph C ,denoted dens (G),
is the number of its edges divided by the number of its
nodes.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be any 1-inclusion graph for F . Then
&m(G) 5 VCdim(F).
Proof. Assume X = (xl. ...,x , ) E X' and G = G,(F),
where VCdim(F) = d . The proof proceeds by induction
on t . When t is zero, G conrains one node, and the result
follows trivially for aIl d . For the induction step, we
assume that t > 0 and that the result holds for 1-1 for all
d . There are two cases.
Casel.x,=xiforsomel Ii < t .
Let H = GF(xl,
Since xr already appears
in { x l , ...,xr-d. the node set of H is the same as that of
G , and the edge set of G is the same as the edge set of H ,
except that all edges labeled with x, are missing. Hence
&ns(G) S &ns(H) Id by assumption.
Case2. x, #xi forall1 I i < t .
We construct a mapping q of the nodes of G onto
the nodes of another 1-inclusion graph H. Let
7 = (x ...J,-~).Then H = CFG). Note that nodes of G
are subsets of (xl, ...J,) and nodes of H are subsets of
(x1,...&-,). The mapping q from nodes of G to nodes
of H is defined by q(v) = v - ( x , } . Thus two nodes of G
map to the same node of H if they differ only in whether
or not they contain x, . Note that either one or two nodes
of G map t o p h node of H. Now let W be the set of all
nodes of H whose inverse image under q contains two
nodes of G . If W is empty, then the number of nodes of
G equals the number of nodes of H and every edge of H
corresponds to at most one edge of G . Thus in this case
&m(G) I&m(H) I d by the induction hypothesis, and
we are done. (Thiscase always occurs if d = 0.)

'Our definition of the 1-inclusion graph reduces to the one given

in [AHW8I]when dl the pointa in F am distinct.
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Otherwise, let F' be the concept class over X
whose concepts are the indicator functions of the subsets
of X which are the elements of W . One can show that
the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of F' is at most
d-1 (if not, then there exists an S E; (xl, ...,x , - ~ ) with
IS1 = d such that rIF(S U ( x , ) ) = 2' "
contradicting the fact that VCdim(F) = d .) We consider a third 1inclusion graph, J = GF,@). The nodes of J am just the
elements of W . Let NG ,NH ,and N j denote the number
of nodes of G ,H , and .!, respectively. k t EG, EH, and
Ej denote the number of edges of G ,H ,and J ,respectively. The number of nodes of G is just the number of
nodes of H plus the number of nodes of H to which two
nodes of G map under q; i.e. NG = NH+N,. To count the
edges of G , first note that there will be one edge in G for
each element of W ,since any two nodes which map to
the same node of H will be joined by an edge. Call these
edges edges of the first type. The number of edges in G
of the first type will equal Nj. For each other edge of G ,
there must be distinct nodes U and v of H such that the
edge joins a node in q - ' ( ( u ) ) to a node of q - l ( ( v ) ) .
Such edges can only occur when U and v are connected
by an edge in H. There can be two such edges for a
given u and v only if u and v are both in W ,and then u
and v will also be connected by an edge in J. Thus the
number of edges in G of the second type will be bounded
by the number of edges of H plus the number of edges of
J . Thus we have EG IEH +Ej+Nj . Thus
dens (G) I

EH +Ej +Nj
EH EJ+NJ
I ma(-,
-1
NH+NI
NH
NJ

= max(dens (H),dens(J)+l).

From the induction hypothesis, we have d e n s ( H ) 5 d and
dens(.!) Id-1, giving the desired result, denr(G) I d .

0
Lemma 53. Let G be any graph with denn'ty at most d .
Then G contains a node with degree at most 26.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that every node has
degree greater than 2d. Then clearly the density of G
exceeds d . 0
Lemma 5.4. Let G = G F ( x ~...,
. x,) be any I-inclusion
graph for a concept class F . Then the edges of G can be
directed to form a directed graph with outdegree at most
2VCdim ( F ) such that the direction of the edges does not
depend on the order in which the points of (xl, - J, )
appear in (x
,x,).
Proof. Choose a permanently fixed ordering for the set
of all finite subsets of X. Iteratively choose from among
the minimum-degree vertices of G the smallest one
according to this ordering, direct all edges away from the
chosen vertex, and remove the vertex and the newly
directed edges from G .

',

It is obvious that the resulting orientation of G is
. J,). To show
the same for all permutations of (xl,
the outdegree bound, note that any graph created by
removing nodes from G is the 1-inclusion graph w.r.t.
(xl,
. ,x,) for some concept class contained in F ;
hence by Lemma 5.2, each such graph has density at most
VCdim(F). lhus by Lemma 5.3, the node removed at
each iteration of the above construction has degree at
most 2VCdim(F). The outdegree of a vertex is equal to
its degree when it was removed from the graph and thus
the lemma follows. 0
We can now describe the 1-inclusion graph prediction strategy. Assume that the target class is F . Given a
labeled sample of points xl,. . . . x , - ~ and a point x, for
which a prediction is desired, we determine a prediction
as follows. First construct the 1-inclusion graph
G = GF(x1,. . . ,x,) and direct the edges so that the outdegree of each node is at most 2VCdim ( F ) by the method
given above in Lemma 5.4. Each node of G is an element of rIF((xl,. . . A, )). The labeling of xl. . . . ,x, in
the sample can be consistent with at most two of the
nodes, one for each possible labeling of x,. There must
be at least one consistent node since the sample is consistent with some concept in F . If there is exactly one
consistent node v , then the strategy makes whichever
prediction is consistent with that node. If there are two
consistent nodes, then they differ only for x, . Thus there
must be an edge joining the nodes. The strategy chooses
the node v towards which that edge is directed and makes
a prediction consistent with v
Theorem 5.1. For any concept class F there exists a
pediction strategy Q with permutation mistake bound
(which upper bounds M Q F ( t ) ) of at most

.

t

proof. Let i = (xl, .... X,)E X ' . Using the above 1inclusion graph prediction strategy, a mistake is made
predicting f (x,) given f(xl). . . . f ( x,-,) only when the
node corresponding to the equivalence class containing f
has an outgoing edge with label x,. By definition of the
1-inclusion graph, this can happen only when x, occurs
just once in 2. Since the 1-inclusion graph is oriented the
same for all permutations of X,and in this orientation the
outdegree of any node is bounded by 2VCdim(F), this
implies that for any target function f E F ,the fraction of
permutations of X for which a mistake is made predicting
the last point is at most
U

v.

We now show that this result is tight to within a
constant factor.
Definition. A (nonempty) concept class F E is trivial
if F contains exactly one concept, or if F consists of two
functionsf ,g :X +(O, 1) such that f = 1-g .
Theorem 5.2. Assume F is nontrivial and Q is any prediction strategy.

+

(i) If VCdim ( F ) is infinite then M Q J ( t )2
for a11
t 2 1.
(ji) If VCdim(F) is finite then for all t > VCdim(F),
'1 , where e is the base of the
Me+(') 2 mlx(l.VCdim(F)26,

natural logarithm.
Proof. We use the technique from (EHKV871). Here we
give only the proof of part (ii); part (i) is similar. We first
consider the case VCdim ( F ) 2 2. Let k = VCdim(F )-1
and fix t 2k. Assumex, = { y o , ...,yt} z;X is shattered
by F .Let P be the distribution on X defined by
1
P(yi)=--,l 5 i I k ,
t
k
Polo) = 1 - T.and
P ( x ) = 0 , x E x -xo.
Let p =P'{(xl, ...,X,)EX; : x, # x i , 1 I i c t J .
Note
that
p 2 P ' { ( x l , ...,X,)E x;
k
1
k
x, #yoandx, # x i , 1 I i c t } =-(l--)'-'
2 -.
t
t
et
Let Fo = 2x' = II,(XJ and T be the uniform distribution on Fo. Let Mh(X,f) =M&(X) for all f E Fo
and
Z € x;.
Given
any
sample
s = ((xl,al),..., (x,-], a,-,)) E SF, and x, E Xo such that
x, # x i , 1 I i c 1 , half of the concepts in F , that are
consistent with s include x, and the other half don't
include x,. Thus for any fixed X = (xl,
x , ) E Xf, such
t h a t x , # x i , l S i ct,E,(Mb(Xf))=-foranypred"'i
2

iction

strategy
EPlxT(Mh(Zf))2

any f

E

E

This
implies
that
k
2 -.
Hence there exists
24?t

F such that f n X o = f o , E P @ l h J )

2

k
2et
*

For VCdim ( F ) 2 2,the above argument shows that
for all t 2 VCdim(F)- 1 there exists f E F such that
EP'(MbJ) 2
2et
( F ) - . If vcdim (F)c 2, then
we can use the fact that F is nontrivial to find concepts f
a n d f 2 i n F andpointsaandb inxsuchthata isinf,
but not in f 2 and b is either both in f and in f or nei1
ther in f l nor in f2. We then set P ( a ) = - and
t
1
P ( b ) = 1- -. The remainder of the proof is similar to
t
1
the above argument and shows that EP.(MbJ) 2 -for
2et
eitherf = f l o r f = f 2 0
We conclude this section by briefly discussing the
implementation of the 1-inclusion graph strategy.
Definition [BEHW86]. A concept class F is polynomially recognizable if there exists a polynomial algorithm
that, given a sample, decides whether there is a concept in
F consistent with the sample.

Theorem 53. If F is has finite VC dimension and is
polynom'ally recognizable then the I -inclusion graph can
be created, directed and applied to predict in time polynomial in the size of the sample.
Proof sketch. A theorem of Sauer [S72]shows that for
any ( X ...,x t ) E X', the cardinality of nF( x , , ...,x, ) is
O ( C " ~ ( ~ ) )Hence
.
the size of the 1-inclusion graph
G F ( 3 is O(VCdim(F)tVchQ)) by Lemma 5.2. If
VCdim( F ) is finite and one can tell in polynomial time
whether or not there is any function in F that is consistent
with a given sequence of examples, then Lemma 12 of
can be listed in
[BEHW86] shows how the sets in
polynomial time. Given this list, it is easy to construct
GF(F),direct its edges as required, and make a prediction, in polynomial time. 0
6. Prediction Strategies Using Hypothesis Spaces of
Small VC Dimension
The results of the previous section indicate that one
approach to constructing good prediction strategies is to
construct strategies with small permutation mistake
bounds. Here we consider another approach, based on
the learning results of [BEHW86,87b], in which a prediction is made on the basis of a consistent hypothesis
chosen from a hypothesis space of small VapnikChervonenkis dimension.
Definition. For any prediction strategy Q and sample
s E S F , the hypothesis of Q generated by s, is the function h : X+(O,l) defined by h ( x ) = Q ( s , x ) . A
hypothesis h is said to be consistent if it correctly labels
the points of the sample s generating it, i.e. if for all
pairs(x,a)Es, h ( x ) = a .
Theorem 6.1. Let H be some collection of functions
from X to (0.1) with IHI > 1. Suppose that for all samples in S
, the hypothesis of prediction strategy Q is an
element of H. Also assume that Q always chooses a
hypothesis consistent with the sample. Then f i e f ( ' ) is
0 (-log&)
for t > VCdim (H).
We prove a lemma first.
Definition. Let Q be a prediction strategy for F . For
each t 2 1. f E F , distribution P on X and F E X',
E G j p ( Z ) = P { x E X : Q(sm(Z,f ),I)ff(x)J.
Thus E ~ J ~ ( Zis ) the probability that the
hypothesis of Q generated by sam (F,f ) disagrees with
the target function f on a randomly drawn point. This is
the notion of the "enor" of a hypothesis used in Valiant's
learning model [HKLW881 Wal841.
Lemma 6.1. EPl(ER&p) = EP-(Mgj)for any prediction strategy Q , targetfirnction f E F ,disnibution P on
X d t 2 0.
Prod.

is d.

=

j[ jM1?+:(xl, ...,x,+l)*(x,+l)
X'

x

1

dP'(x1,

by Fubini's theorem. However, for fixed (x l ,

...,xr)

...,x, ),

by definition. Hence

= Ep*(ER&p).

0

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let d = VCdim(H). Since
IHI > 1, d 2 1. Since Q is consistent and uses
hypotheses in H , it follows from Theorem A2.4 and Proposition A2.5 of [BEHW87bl (see [VC71] [Vap82]) that
forallf E F,distributionsP onX,&>Oandtz d ,
P'{F : E R h J p ( Y ) 2 E} I 2(2et/d)d2-un.
ER&? I 1,
this
implies
that
Since
E p f ( E R i J p )IE + 2(2~2t/d)~2*'~
for all & > 0. Letting
E = L(log(t/d) + dlog(2et/d)),
it
follows
that
E p i ( E R i J p ) I Z(lOg(t/d)+dlog(2et/d)+d) I
Y l o g ( 4 e t l d ) . The result then follows from Lemma
6.1. 0
Note that to be always able to find consistent
hypotheses in H , VCdim ( H ) must be at least VCdim (F).
Thus the bound of Theorem 6.1 is greater, by at least a
factor proportional to l ovcdim
g ( F2) ' than the bound for an
algorithm with an optimal permutation mistake bound.
The following theorem states that this bound is tight to
within a constant factor.
Theorem 6.2. There exists a family of countable
domains ( x d )=;
and corresponding concept classes
(Fd=;)
with VCdim (Fd) = d for which there is a prediction strategyLEGAL such that:

(1)

when LEGAL is presented with a sample from S
,
it chooses a consistent hypothesis from Fd

and

Proof outline. We describe the function class and the
prediction strategy LEGAL for which the theorem holds,
omitting the proof of the lower bound. Let the domain
x d consist of d copies of the ~ t u r anumbers,
l
which are
called buckets Bi (1 I i I d). The function class F d
consists of all functions that are 1 on at most one point in
each bucket. It is easy to see that the VC dimension of Fd

Given sample s = ((xl, al), . . . ,(x,-~,a,-l)) and an
unlabeled point x, in bucket B i , LEGAL predicts as follows: if any point in bucket Bi occurs in s with label 1,
then LEGAL predicts 1 iff x, is this point, else LEGAL
predicts 1 iff x, is the smallest number in
Bi - (xi,* * * ,x,-~).Note that for any sample s in SF,,
the hypothesis of LEGAL is 1 on exactly one point from
each bucket and is thus in Fd. Clearly the hypothesis is
also consistent with the sample s.
The theorem trivially holds for 1 I t I d since
the lower bound is non-positive. Thus assume t > d.
~ e ~ athat
l l MEGALf,(t)= sup E ~ , ( M over
~ all
~ ~ ~ )
f E F d and- distributions P on x d . To obtain a lower
bound for MLEGALE,(t),
it suffices to exhibit a function
f E Fd and a distribution P,, on xd and prove a lower
bound on Ep;,(MhGALf).We can bound this expectation
from below by -- In' when f is the constant func24 t d
tion 0 and P,, is the distribution that is uniform over the

7. Further Results and Open Problems
It is easy to see that any learning algorithm in the
sense of [Val841 or [BEHW86, 87bl can easily be con-

verted into a prediction strategy: we simply use the
hypothesis formed by the learning algorithm on the given
sample to make our prediction. It is shown in [HKLWSS]
that the opposite is also true, i.e. any prediction strategy
can be converted into a learning algorithm. In this case
the hypothesis class used by the learning algorithm is
given by the possible states of the prediction strategy, and
is thus distinct, in general, from the class of target functions.
By applying this conversion to the 1-inclusion
graph prediction strategy discussed in Section 5, we can
obtain a learning algorithm that, for any target function in
F and any distribution on the domain, produces, with
probability at least 1 - 6. a hypothesis with error at most
E using O ( F l o g i ) independent random training
examples. (As above, the "error" of a hypothesis is the
probability that it disagrees with the target function on a
randomly drawn point.) This sample size bound is, for
some choices of E and 6, better than the
0 (-log+
+ +log+) bound given in [BEHW87b]
for learning algorithms that produce consistent
hypotheses in F, which was the previous best bound. It
is still an open problem to find a general learning algorithm that meets the a(+ +log+) lower bound
established in EHKV871.

However, the most significant open problems that
remain concern the existence of computationally efficient
prediction strategies. As mentioned above, the time complexity of the 1-inclusion graph strategy grows exponentially as VCdim(F) increases. Thus it is not suitable for
many types of target classes, (e.g. the Boolean classes of
monomials, k-DNF. decision trees, etc. [KLPV87]
pH87]), since here most applications require a domain
with a large number of variables, and this implies a large
VC dimension. However, in some cases there exists prediction strategies like those we have given for axis-parallel
rectangles and half-spaces that have time complexities
polynomial in the VC dimension. Most of these are
obtained by converting learning algorithms into prediction strategies.
Recent results suggest that there may be no
efficient prediction algorithm for some important target
classes. Let us say that a general class of Boolean formulae is polynomially bounded if for each number n of
variables, it only includes formulae that have length at
most p (n ) bits, for some fixed polynomial p . In [KVSS]
it is shown that under certain ctyptographic assumptions,
the class of functions represented by polynomially
bounded Boolean formulae has no efficient prediction
strategy, for some suitable polynomial. It is still not
known whether this is true for polynomially bounded
DNF formulae. or for polynomially bounded decision
trees.
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